
Vu2 Noise Pop Eliminator
Hardwiring Instructions
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*NOTE: Doesn’t matter which 
end goes which way, it will 
work either way

This pigtail utilizes solid state components to eliminate
popping noises associated with using your air ride switches
by shunting excessive voltage to ground.

The most common issue is popping noise heard through the 
audio system, when using the air ride switches.  

This pigtail will not eliminate noises in the audio system caused by 
other electronics and or switches or motors.

***Caution try not to bend the harness in the middle as it can damage the solid state parts inside

*** Verify that your air ride system is operating normally prior to installing the pop eliminator

Installation:  Find the wires that are coming from the control switches that activate the up and down
functions of the air ride system.  These are typically a positive trigger (+)12 volts when the switches 
are pressed.   There will be a front up and down wire, and a rear up and down wire...

Verify that these four wires are 12 volts when the button is pressed.   The pop eliminator is a positive 
trigger system, and will not work if your system is a negative or ground trigger system.  

We recommend cutting each wire one by one coming from the switches, and connecting in the pop
 eliminator one wire at a time.  This will limit the possiblity that wiring gets crossed.  We recommend soldering
your connections and insulating the connection appropriately.    

Make sure that sure that the wires don’t get crossed, or you could experience that the buttons no longer control
the functions that they should.  (pushing front up would cause the back to go down)

The wires are color coded for easier installation...and to help ensure that they don’t get crossed.

Once everything is connected and insulated to prevent short circuit, you can now test your system..  The buttons
will all work as they did before, but now you will be noise free.  
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